Using a Luttinger-Ward scheme for interacting gauge particles, we present a conserving many body treatment of a family of fully screened infinite-U Anderson models that has a smooth crossover into the Fermi-liquid state, with a finite scattering phase shift at zero temperature and a Wilson ratio greater than 1. We illustrate our method, computing the temperature dependence of the thermodynamics, resistivity, and electron dephasing rate and discuss its future application to nonequilibrium quantum dots and quantum critical mixed valent systems.
The infinite-U Anderson model is a central element in the theory of heavy electron systems and quantum dots. This model describes a high temperature regime of incoherent valence and spin fluctuations, separated by a crossover from a low-temperature Fermi liquid. Over the years since it was first solved by the numerical renormalization group [1] and Bethe ansatz [2] , there have been many attempts to develop alternative diagrammatic approaches with the flexibility to extend to the lattice or to nonequilibrium situations. Examples include the large-N slave boson approach [3, 4] , the noncrossing approximation [5] , and various vertex-corrected versions of this same model [6] . However, none of these schemes to date is able to capture the smooth crossover into a well-developed Fermi liquid. In this Letter, we present a new diagrammatic solution to this long-standing problem.
The root of these difficulties is traced back to the infinite-U constraint which introduces fractional gauge particles, such as the slave boson, which carry either charge or spin. The challenge then is to find a consistent and practical scheme in which these particles disappear in the low-energy Fermi liquid. Slave boson approaches introduce either a fictitious phase transition into the Fermi liquid [3, 4] or a smooth crossover into a non-Fermi liquid [5, 6] . Recent progress [7] on the multichannel Kondo model [8] has shown how a Schwinger boson spin representation does capture the low-temperature thermodynamics of the Fermi-liquid ground state without introducing a false phase transition, via the introduction of a gap in the slave particle spectrum. However, various serious problems remain with this approach as it stands: As a strict large-N limit, it does not prescribe how to develop approximations for finite N which preserve the conserving relations of the Fermi liquid; second, it is unable to describe the growth and ultimate saturation of the Kondo resonance; finally, this approach does not reconcile the gapless nature of the spin excitation spectrum with the gap in the spinon spectrum associated with a fully screened Kondo resonance.
In this Letter, we extend this bosonic description of the Kondo model to encompass the valence fluctuations of the infinite-U Anderson model. A new element of the approach is the use of a Kadanoff-Baym (KB) scheme that enables us to approximately treat the Anderson model with a finite spin degeneracy N 2j 1, while exactly preserving the conserving relations that develop in the Fermi liquid. Our approach cures the failures of the earlier Schwinger boson work on the Kondo model [7, 8] . Finally, our method is scalable to a lattice and can also be extended to nonequilibrium settings. To demonstrate the method, we compute the temperature dependent thermodynamics, resistivity, and electron dephasing rate in a single impurity model.
Our starting point is a Schwinger boson representation for the SUN infinite-U Anderson model
Here c ỹ k creates a conduction electron with momentumk, channel index 2 1; K, and spin index 2 1; N. The bilinear product b y between a Schwinger boson b y and a slave fermion (or holon) operator creates a localized electron in the constrained Hilbert space, which hybridizes with the conduction electrons. The N p denominator in the hybridization ensures a well-defined large-N limit. The energy of a singly occupied impurity 0 is taken to be negative. The conserved operator Q P b y b P y replaces the no-double occupancy constraint of the infinite-U Anderson model, where Q 2S K is required for perfect screening.
The characteristic ''Kondo scale'' of our model is
ÿ V 2 is the hybridization width, and is the conduction electron density of states. The Kondo temperature is determined from the high temperature scaling and the prefactor derives from third order terms in the beta function that are finite in the multichannel large-N limit where K=N k is fixed. Notice, however, that the coefficient relating low-temperature properties, such as the specific heat coefficient a1=N; k=T K to the Kondo temperature, will, in general, exhibit nontrivial N dependence. The next step is to construct the Luttinger-Ward (LW) functional YG. The variation of YG with respect to the full Green's functions G of the conduction, Schwinger boson, and slave fermion fields, Y=G , selfconsistently determines the self-energies of these fields [9, 10] . YG is equal to the sum of all two-particle irreducible free energy Feynman diagrams, grouped in powers of 1=N [ Fig. 1(a) ]. In our KB approximation, we neglect all but the leading order ON term in the LW functional and then impose the full self-consistency generated by this functional. By taking the leading order KB approximation, we neglect the fluctuations in the gauge field and concentrate on the properties in the grand canonical ensemble where the constraint is imposed on the average. The explicit expressions for the self-energies are then
where G b , G , and G c are the fully dressed imaginary time Green's functions of the boson, holon, and conduction electrons, respectively. Equations (3) are solved selfconsistently, adjusting the chemical potential to satisfy the averaged constraint hQi K. The key difference between the KB approach (3) and a strict large-N limit (see, e.g., Ref. [7] in the context of the Kondo model) is an additional self-energy for the conduction electrons which stabilizes the Fermi liquid at finite N.
A vital step in the derivation of the Ward identities is the presence of an infrared cutoff in the excitation spectrum, which permits us to replace Matsubara summations by integrals at low temperatures:
This transformation is the key to derivations of the Friedel sum rule, the Yamada-Yosida and Shiba relationships between susceptibilities, specific heat, and spin relaxation rates [11] [12] [13] . Past attempts to develop conserving approximations to the infinite-U Anderson model [5, 6, 14] have run into x-ray singularities in the slave particle spectrum which prevent the above replacement. In the multichannel approach, the formation of a stable Kondo singlet when 2S K yields a gap in the spinon and holon spectrum [ Fig. 1(c) ] which stabilizes the Fermi liquid at subgap energies. This feature permits all of the manipulations previously carried out on the finite-U Anderson model to now be extended to infinite U. Each of these relationships are satisfied by the use of the leading LW functional. The Friedel sum rule equates the sum of the electron phase shifts to the charge K ÿ n on the impurity, where n is the ground-state holon occupancy,
Figure 1(b) shows how the phase shift extracted from the t matrix in our conserving scheme satisfies this relation. According to Nozières Fermi-liquid theory [15] , the quasiparticle spectrum in the Kondo ground state is related to the conduction electron phase shift. The change in the phase shift in an applied field, or change in chemical potential, is related to the spin, charge, and channel susceptibilities, which, in turn, leads to a generalized ''Yamada-Yosida-Yoshimori'' identity [12, 16] describing the distribution of the NK degrees of freedom among the spin, flavor, and charge susceptibilities:
Here stands for the specific heat coefficient C=T, and s , f , and c stand for the spin, flavor, and charge susceptibilities, respectively. 0 s;f;c denotes the corresponding susceptibilities in the absence of the impurity. Our identity (5) reduces to the known results for the Wilson ratio in the one channel model [12] and the Kondo limit [17] . By preserving the Friedel sum rule in each channel, our method automatically satisfies this relationship.
Various thermodynamic quantities can be extracted from the numerical solution of the self-consistent equations. Following Ref. [10] , the entropy ST is given by Im lnÿG ÿ1 G 0 00 ; (6) where the trace denotes a sum over the spin and channel indices of the various fields and n is the distribution function (Fermi for c; and Bose for b). G and , respectively, denote the retarded Green functions and self-energies. The single and double primes mark the real and imaginary parts, respectively. The impurity contribution to the entropy S imp S ÿ S 0 , where S 0 is the entropy of the bare conduction band, is shown in Fig. 2 . The linear behavior of the impurity contribution to the entropy at low temperatures marks the saturation of the specific heat coefficient imp @S imp =@T and the formation of a local Fermi liquid.
To calculate the spin susceptibility, we couple a small magnetic field to the magnetization, defined as
The impurity magnetization is obtained by subtracting from M the free conduction sea contribution. We compute the magnetization by iterating the solutions to selfconsistency in a small magnetic field [18] . Figure 2 shows the impurity susceptibility T, which is peaked slightly below T K and saturates to a constant in the ground state. One of the important conservation laws associated with the conservation of spin is the Korringa-Shiba relation between the dynamic and the static spin susceptibility. On the assumption that the gauge particles are gapped, the LW derivation carried out by Shiba on the finite-U Anderson model can be simply generalized to the infinite-U model, to obtain 00 !=!j !0 N=K =N 2 . This relationship guarantees that the power spectrum of the magnetization is linear at low frequencies, ensuring that the spin response function decays as 1=t 2 in time. Remarkably, a Fermi liquid with slow gapless spin excitations is sandwiched beneath the spinon-holon continuum.
We now turn to a discussion of the electron scattering off the impurity, which is determined by the conduction electron t matrix tz c =1 ÿ G 0 c c , where G 0 c z Pk z ÿ k ÿ1 is the bare local conduction electron propagator. Various important physical properties, such as the impurity resistivity and the electron dephasing rate in the dilute limit, can be related to this quantity. Figure 3 shows the imaginary part of t i: As temperature is lowered towards T K , a resonance peak develops around the Fermi energy. The peak ultimately saturates about a decade below the Kondo temperature, and the height of the fully developed resonance at the Fermi energy corresponds to that predicted by the Langreth sum-rule [11] value ÿsin 2 c =, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The impurity contribution to the resistivity R i is related to a thermal average of the t matrix,
where R U is the unitary resistivity of the electron gas and f is the Fermi function. The resistivity ( Fig. 4) saturates at low temperatures at the value n i R U sin 2 c . As a final application of the t matrix, we compute the electron dephasing rate ÿ1 that controls the field dependence of weak electron localization. In the crossover to the Fermi-liquid state, the formation of the Kondo resonance gives rise to a peak in the inelastic scattering [19] and electron dephasing rate [20] . In the dilute limit, the impurity contribution to the dephasing rate is given by ÿ1 2n i ÿImt ÿ jtj 2 [19, 21, 22] . Figure 4 shows the computed temperature dependence of the dephasing rate on the Fermi surface.
Our calculation of the dephasing rate captures the crossover into the coherent Fermi liquid, but the quadratic temperature dependence of the electron dephasing rate expected at finite N is absent from the current work. This is because the electron-electron scattering diagrams responsible for the Fermi-liquid contribution to the dephasing rate involve an internal loop of gauge particles which first appears in the subleading O1 terms of the LW functional shown in Fig. 1(a) . We hope to include the effects of these diagrams in future work by approximating these scattering vertices by their ground-state, on-shell value, which is rigorously related to by Ward identities [12] .
An interesting direction for future development is the extension to nonequilibrium quantum dots [23] . Calculations of the Kondo physics of voltage biased quantum dots are currently based Keldysh extensions of noncrossing integral equations [24] which do not capture the Fermiliquid physics at low voltage bias. These methods can be readily adapted to the current Schwinger boson scheme [25] . Many features of our approach, its conserving properties, the inclusion of scaling properties up to third order in the beta function, and its systematic incorporation of spin relaxation effects on the boson lines, suggest that this will be a robust method to examine how spin and electron dephasing effects evolve with voltage in quantum dots. These methods can also be used to study the voltage dependence [26] of the distribution function and noise in magnetically doped mesoscopic wires [27, 28] .
One of the striking features of the Schwinger boson approach to the Kondo and infinite-U Anderson models is the coexistence of a gapless Fermi liquid, sandwiched at low energies between a gapped spinon and holon fluid, arising as a consequence of the development of bound states within this fluid. The methods presented here can be scaled up to the Anderson and Kondo lattice models, where the Friedel sum rule ''upgrades'' into the Luttinger sum rule [10] . Here the local U1 symmetry is broken down to a global one by the pair-condensed Schwinger bosons [29] , and the spinons and holons become propagating excitations of the bulk, whose gap is fundamental to the large Fermi surface. It is this very gap that we expect to collapse at a quantum critical point. The current work, which includes the effects of valence fluctuations, provides a powerful framework for exploring this physics. 
